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Although the history of the emigrants dates back to the Song and Yuan Dynasties, 
Qing Dynasty did not begin to form policies of overseas Chinese affairs until the 19th 
century, especially after two Opium Wars. From the process of development of 
policies of overseas Chinese affairs, it is the history about evolution and development 
of world, overseas and China. It both indicates historical vicissitudes and some crucial 
factors of restricting oversea Chinese development in middle and later nineteenth 
century. Meanwhile, overseas Chinese affairs involve some important issues 
concerning the outset of Chinese diplomacy, the diplomatic history of America and 
Europe, conflicts and interaction between the east and the west. Hence the study about 
the history of overseas Chinese affairs, which involves many key fields, is of 
important academic value. 
The dissertation focuses on overseas Chinese affairs during the Period of 
Nanjing National Government in the early 20th century. Nanjing National 
Government plays key roles in overseas Chinese affairs in the process of overseas 
Chinese affairs. Especially policy formulation and execution of the overseas Chinese 
affairs in Nangyang, where overseas Chinese inhabit in the region, determines to 
some degree whether it is successful or not. The dissertation discusses in detail the 
ways and features of execution of the overseas Chinese affairs in Nangyang , and 
draws some lessons from it, through various official and civil documents, newspapers 
and periodicals issued by overseas Chinese in Nangyang, and through the 
organizational structure of the overseas Chinese affairs during the period of Nanjing 
National Government, population registration about overseas Chinese, the activities of 
donation for Anti-Japanese War, formation and execution of education policies, 
demobilized soldiers` work etc.  
The dissertation ,which is confined to some conditions, shows that the formation 
and execution of overseas Chinese affairs during the period of Nanjing National 














service, overseas Kuomintang (KMT) party ,and overseas Chinese in Nangyang. 
Especially overseas KMT party member and leaders in overseas Chinese affairs exert 
great influences on overseas Chinese affairs. To implement the policies of overseas 
Chinese affairs, Nanjing National Government, based on the late-Qing dynasty 
policies, pay more attention to concrete conditions of society in Nangyang. Eventually 
overseas Chinese accept their ethnic identity. According to the actual environment in 
the colony, the officials in the Nanjing National Government emphasized the relation 
with the colony. Through the diplomatic negotiations and bilateral cooperation, they 
cope with the affair to reach the aim. 
Keywords：Nanjing National Government；policies of Overseas Chinese Affairs； 
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